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ABSTRACT
Security providing devices that are used to protect against multiple threats like man-in-the-middle attack and phishing are known as “security keys”. With the help of security keys, user can register himself with any kind of online services that works with this protocol. If we install these security keys in some devices, deployment, implementation and use becomes very easy. We can also see the security keys in some browsers like chrome, Mozilla, even in some online services as well. These keys provide more satisfaction to user with the help of higher security level. This work is all about security keys which are second-factor devices that are used to improve the state of the art for authentication purpose for real consumers in terms of privacy, security, and usability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are many research papers which have been proposed to work on some other security feature rather than passwords. But till no such efforts is successful. Even most of the service providers works on password-based authentication with one other feature i.e. OTP (One Time Password). One Time Passwords also do not provide complete security in some of the common attacks. In this way deployment of OTPs is limited in case of reliability and security perspective. Each and every client who is working on the internet wants security of information but sometimes he or she do not know that someone else may be a intruder is collecting the information. Information is an asset that must be protected [11]. At the same time, other authentication and security factors related to response and challenge based protocols also suffer from some deployment problems. On the other hand smart cards and NID (National ID) cards require some pre-installation before use. Protocol is proven to be secure under CDH assumption in both the random oracle model and the ideal cipher model [8]. Over forty years of research have demonstrated that passwords are plagued by security problems [2] and openly hated by users [3].

The security is achieved in the formal security model of Bellare et al. [9]. This work is related to one other security factor provided by “Security Keys”. These Security keys help the user in better way than OTPs in terms of usability, authentication, privacy etc. Here we will see how security keys increase the security level and how they provide satisfaction to user.

2 RELATED WORKS
Now we will have an overview of related work. Some schemes can do better and some worse on usability—suggesting that the community needs to work harder there.[1] Before that let’s see some basic knowledge that will help us to understand the work done.

One Time Passcodes: Even though One Time Passwords provides higher security than simple passwords, still we suffer from some problems. First, OTPs are vulnerable to some cyber-attack like man-in-the-middle attack and phishing. Second, OTPs require the availability of phones and internet as they are send via messages or emails. OTPs offer a sub-optimal user expertise as they typically need the user to manually copy codes from one device to a different. Security Keys are unit immune to phishing and man-in-the-middle by design; our preliminary study jointly shows that they supply a far better user expertise.

Smartphone: Many of the efforts were taken to take the leverage of user’s mobile phone to provide more security, whether it is in industry or academics. At the time of promising, they face lots of challenges: Like, on a general purpose, protection of application logic from malware is very difficult. Even though, sometimes user’s phone gets unreachable or data connection problem is there or battery related issue may be there. There is no requirement of batteries in security keys.

Smart Cards: Security Keys work into the what you have class of authentication schemes and have a detailed relationship to smart cards. Whereas Security Keys are often enforced on prime or top of a smart card platform like JavaCard, Security Keys defines a specific protocol for which smart cards area unit only one attainable implementation platform.

TLS: TLS is a Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol which is used to provide security, data integrity and privacy between two communicating parties. Now a Days TLS is the only security protocol which is widely deployed today. On the other hand TLS is used for Web browsers and some other kind of applications which requires data to be securely transmitted over a network like VPN Connections, Voice over IP, File Transfer and instant messaging. TLS basically consists of two types of protocols:

- TLS Record Protocol and
- TLS Handshake Protocol

Protocol is proven secure Password-Based Group Key Exchange in a Constant Number of ROUNDS against dictionary attacks under the DDH assumption, in the ideal-cipher and random oracle models [4]. Proposed the use of probability scores for each vulnerability to represent the likelihood that one attacker or the percentage of attackers that will exploit the vulnerability [13]. Record protocol is used to provide secure connection and Handshake Protocol permits the client to authenticate server and vice versa.
Electronic Identification Cards: EID or Electronic Identification Cards works as an identity of every citizen or any organization. With the help of these EIDs people even get benefits of many services provided by the government. For its authenticity EIDs provide users with Electronic Documents where digital signatures can be used.

Even though these cards have been failed in most of the authentication mechanism which are used globally. One main reason of their failure is requirement of a hardware or card reader, which makes them hard to deploy. Second possible reason is these cards are controlled completely by the government which cannot be accepted in other countries. This problem can be resolved with our approach of security keys. These keys are pre-installed in devices and can be access anywhere without the control of any single entity.

3 THREAT MODEL
A classical way to break password-based schemes is the partition attack [5]. An integrated framework for measuring various aspects of network security, metrics developed based on the framework will lead to novel quantitative approaches to vulnerability analysis, network hardening, and attack response [12]. Here we outline some major attacks that we will consider in our design.

3.1 Attackers
Web Attackers: If attacker’s aims is to acquire information owned by the web and/or stored in the network. This information may exist in the form of customer information, business-critical information, or intellectual property. Web attackers are very effective in information stealing that 25% of all data breaches.

Network Attackers: Network attacks are defined as some kind of attack or process, means that is used to maliciously get the network security. There are lots of reasons for which attackers want to attack corporate networks. These individual attackers who perform network attacks are basically known as hackers, network attackers or crackers. Some examples that network attackers can perform are given below:

- Stealing hardware
- Stealing data
- Illegally using user accounts and privileges
- Modifying stored data

Related-Site Attackers: Some other kind of attackers’ compromise with sites which consist of weak security practices in case of stealing the user’s credentials. Often all the users reuse credentials across all the sites related-site attackers will use the stolen credentials on secure sites in hopes of accessing the user’s accounts Network Attackers. Network security in the physical layer requires failure detection, attack detection mechanisms, and intelligent countermeasure strategies [7].

3.2 Attack Consequences
Here we will discuss the two consequences of most concerning attacks:

Session Riding: If an user is using his/her computer and at the same time attacker get the access over that and tries to modify that, then this kind of attack is known as session riding. Example, if the website requires user to start a new session with the help of providing proof of a hardware device which can’t be controlled by the attacker, in that case only attacker is able to ride the active sessions of user’s.

These two consequences can be made difficult using Security Keys. A generic password-based authenticated key exchange protocol, based on any such primitive, with a formal security proof [6].

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
Here we are settled on the following goals:

Easy for Users: Use of security keys is easy, fast. It should be difficult to access Security Keys incorrectly or insecurely.

Privacy: Security Keys must not permit chasoff any kind. Additionally, if a Security key lost, it must be difficult for an attacker to get some useful information from a security key.

Security: Security keys must protect users against phishing, man-in-the-middle attack and reuse.

Easy for Developers: Integration of security keys into websites should be easy.

4.1 System Overview
Security keys can be used for user’s authentication or user’s identity. Security keys help in following commands which are present in web pages as browser APIs.

Register: Using this command, Every time security keys generate a new asymmetric key pair and also returns a new public key. This public key is associated with user’s account.

Authenticate: Using this command, the Security Key help in testing the user presence and works on its private key to provide a response. Then server verifies that the response is valid, and thus authenticates the user.

4.2 Detailed Design
Registration: The relying party the server generates a random challenge. The user’s browser combines the server’s challenge into a Client Data structure, which is to be covered in short time. The browser sends the server’s web source and a hash of the Client Data to the Security Key. As a result, the Security Key generates a new key pair along with a key handle. The Security Key merges the key pair with the relying party’s web source and then returns the produced public key, key handle, an attestation certificate, and a signature over 1. The internet source, 2.hash of the client data, 3. Keyhandle and 4.Public key. The web browser then sends this data, along with the client data, back to the website. The site verifies the signature and associates the public key and key handle with the user’s account.

Authentication: The relying party requests that the Security Key exercise a particular key. This particular key already registered for a user account. The relying party forwards the desired key’s handle and a challenge to the web browser. The browser generates the client data (see above) and sends the hash of the sender’s data along with the key handle and the internet origin to the Security Key. If the Security Key does not recognize the key handle or doesn’t agree that it associates with the web source that requested the signature, it rejects the request. Otherwise, it generates a signature of the client data. The Security Key signs two additional attributes: a Test of User Presence (TUP) succeeded, and a counter value. The
description shown below gives the User Presence. The counter value is a 32-bit counter that increments with every signature the Security Key perform; its presence allows the server to detect possible cloning of Security Key, e.g., when counter value seems to decrease from one signature to the next. The browser forwards the signature, attached with the counter value and TUP to the server. Server then verifies the signature against the public key it has registered and authenticated the user if the signature matches.

Client Data: The client data binds the server-generated challenge to the browser's view of its connection to the server. Specifically, the client information includes request type (register or authenticate), the challenge, and, when possible, the TLS channel ID of the connection. Binding the TLS channel identifier permits the server to find the presence of a TLS Man in the Middle. When a server gets a signed TLS channel ID, it can compare it with the TLS channel ID.

Test of User Presence: (TUP) allows the caller to check a human is present or not during command execution. It has two purposes: First, it gives a mechanism for confirmation of commands. Second, it permits internet applications to implement a policy which is based on that check For example, Transactions for a dollar amount more than $1,000 needs confirmation,” or Credentials should be presented again by a human after 3 months.” Test of User Presence implementation is based upon the device manufacturer. If one vendor uses a touch sensor, others can employ a mechanical button, while another one makes a device which stays powered up only for a very short time after inserting into a USB port, which requires the user to re-insert the device for every operation.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
Security Keys needed proper end-to-end support. For providing this support many components are implemented.

5.1. Client-side Support
For the client-side support security keys, carried out as a part of web browser.

Registration Method
Registration of a security key is requested by the server-side by the help of updated browser API (application programming interface).

u2f.register()
API keep the record of the register keys, that help a web browser to check the eligibility of a security key. Eligibility i.e. one security key can register only once.

When a request takes place for registration, Browser check the record of registered keys, if key is not registered then register command send to the Security key. After the registration command, client send its data and registration message to the server. Server handle the verification of registration signature and client data of its own request. In the end, Server verify that signed certificate according to its ownrequirement. If all the parameters are correct, then private key of server stored by key the handler k_h and public key k_pub stored for the users.

Signature Method: A signature of for the security key is requested by the web server, with the help of enhanced browser API.

As described above client send a signature command to the eligible key. After the signature command, client sends signature and its data to the server. Verification of key with the public key k_pub is held by server, if verification is successful then counter increased. Servers check the client data according to its requirement and verify it. If all the verification is positive, user authentication is provided.

5.2 Security Key Symbol Implementation
In the implementation of security key there are two major and basic actions: Registration i.e. to generate new keys and Signature i.e to generate the cryptographic sign.

Registration Operation

![Fig. 1. Security Key Authentication Message](image)

Fig 1: Security Key Authentication Message
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Fig 2: Security Key Registration Message

Registration operation is the combination of two parameters first is client i.e. application parameter and a threat. Above already explained that new combo of keys (k_pub, k_pri) developed by security key for the clients.

Signature Operation
In signature parameter three types of parameter are used first application parameter, a key handle k_h and a threat. Signature operation performs to provide authentication. Major operation performs during authentication for the retrieval of the application parameter and k_pri for k_h. After it security key verify the k_h and application parameter with retrieved parameters, if any one of them does not match, operation is refused with an error message. In such manner, server tries to utilize k_h.

If the valid private key k_pri for k_h retrieved by the security key, then it is verified that developed for the
required application parameter. The above process increase the counter value that shows the presence of user and signature provided to the server which is combination of user presence indication, updated counter value and the threat parameter. An authentication message is output of the signature operation.

**Store and Retrieve Operations:** Store and retrieve are considered as database operations where storing a secret key works like an index into a table, and then this index is returned as \( K_h \). On the other hand retrieving a \( K_h \) finds the value in the table at particular address index. However, an implementation like database decreases usability and privacy: a predictable index for \( K_h \) displays total accounts for which a Security Key is being used. Additionally, the users must be aware of the storage of Security Keys so that it doesn't run out of space in key database.

In our implementation, store is implemented as a key wrapping operation: the private key \( k_{priv} \) and the application parameters are encrypted using a secret key \( K_{wrap} \). By implementing store and retrieve as key wrap/unwrap operations; the Security Key reference implementations can store an unlimited number of key handles: the storage is implemented by the server.

```plaintext
function store(\( k_{priv} \), \( app \))
app 0 ← Encrypt(\( app \)) \( K_{app} \)
plaintext ← Interleave(\( k_{priv} \), \( app \))
\( H \) \( K \) ← Encrypt(plaintext) \( K_{wrap} \)
return \( H \) \( K \)
end function

function retrieve(\( H \) \( K \), \( app \))
app 0 ← Encrypt(\( app \)) \( K_{app} \)
plaintext ← Decrypt(\( H \) \( K \)) \( K_{wrap} \)
(\( k_{priv} \), \( app \)) ← Deinterleave(plaintext)
constant-time check(\( app \) 0 == \( app \) 00 )
return \( k_{priv} \)
end function
```

**Comparative Study**

**Fig. 3. Comparative study in terms of usability**

**Fig. 4. Comparative study in terms of Deployment**

**Fig. 5. Comparative study in terms of Security**

### 6 CONCLUSION

Authentication on the web can be enhance by a unique technique presented in the above paper i.e. security keys. Many attacks (phishing, password reuse, man-in-middle) can be prevented by the uses of these security keys. Initial analysis of sign in data estimates the advantages of security keys for the user and the organization. The security key protocol can be standardized by FIDO Alliance organization as the Universal Second Factor (U2F) open standard. Browser and login system of major web service providers supports security keys. Above study may contribute an important role in academic foundations and in authentication.
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